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ABSTRACT

Using a bornological teohnic of M. Akkar, we

reduce the study of classical questions (spectrum, boundedness

of characters, functional calculus, etc.) in locally

uniformly A-convex algebras to the Banach case.

INTRODUCTION

The l o c a l l y A-convex a l g e b r a s ( l . A . c - a ) were i n t r o d u c e d in 197O by

A.C.Cochran , R. Kso»ri nnd C.R. W i l l i a m s C&J . In 197:!. A.C. Cochran

p u b l i s h e d a npw p a p e r [6j on theRe a l g e b r a s and p o i n t e r ) ou+. irnonK them,

locally uniformly A-convex algebras (1.u.A.c-a). Then came 'he paper of

M. Akkar [l] on thp same suhject in 1975.

Our first work on these algebras is a preprint publ i f̂ hpd ±. the University of

Montreal f L 31 whern we systematically studied their fundamental properties.

Then we published i few papers on the subject [l5,16,17,19,20] .

We give here a survey of our results with some improvements. We

jun t. give hints for the proofs of some theorems. The details may be found

in the published works indicated.

T. PRELIMINARIES

Let (F.,T) be a locally convex algebra (I.e.a.) whose topology

is defined by a family lF ̂ \^K
 o f semi-norms.

(E,T) is said l.o \»- .LLcriJly A-convex U.A.c-a) if:

>«, > O

such that

( E . T T I i s s a i d t o l)c u n i f o r m l y A - c o n v e x ( l . u . A . p - a ) i f
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(E.T'I is saif) t.o be locally nlulttplii.-atJvely convex (l.m.c.a) if

all the algebraswe consider are complex.

1. Let E = C([O,1~|), the algebra of continuous functions on the '

segment [0,1], endowed with the norm L . It is an A-normed algebra (i.e.

the prn«tnct is only separately continuous); E is not complete. It is a n

l.u.A.c o but not attl .m . c .a,

e. Let X be a reflexif, non-separable Banach space and 'p(X) be

the Banach algebra of linear bounded operators on X. Let A be ruiy closed

sub-algebra, of jj(X), containing all the operators of finite rank. We

endowed A with the topology of the uniform convergence on denumerable and

weakly-compact sets of X. Then A becomes a left l.u.A.c — a . It is pseudo-

complete, non commutative and not l.m.c.a.

3. Let E = C ( P ) . The algebra of complex continuous and bounded
b

functions, on ft, endowed with the strict topology defined by the family of

semi-norms { P>, :^tC0< rti where CQ< P) - ( ^ t ^ l t) : <£ vanishes at

infinity] and

where CQ< P)

T+ffj = f/fij

C ( (R) is then ari l.u.A.c—a but not an, l.m.c.a. [5]. It is commutative and

complete.

4. Let E be a commutative Banach algebra without order i.e.

x.E = |_x . y l y G E J = 0 implies x=0. Consider the multiplier algebra of

E ; i.e. the linear operators T of E verifying T(x).y = x -T(y), for

every x, y in K.

The topology p , o n M(E), defined by the semi norms p (T) = ||T (I,

x »
x in E, makes of it a unitary complete 1 .U .A.c-VVhiab. i s n o t in general

atjl.m.c.a. [5]

II. STRUCTURE THEOREM AND FIRST CONSEQUENCES

We first give a theorem relating complete l.u.A.c—a. to Frechet

l.m.c.a. It is, in some sense, a generalization of Michael's result

which asserts that a Frechet l.A.c -a. isflft l.m.c.a.

Theorem II. 1 (Th 1, [16.1 )

A sequentially complete l.u.A.c—a E is bornologically an inductive

limit of Frechet l.m.c.a.'s E.( i.e. a set B is bounded in E iff it is

contained in some E and is bounded there),
i

Hint

Let b e a f a m i l y o f serai-norms defining the topology of

F. and (B ) a base for its Von-Neumann bernoiogv-
i i fc I

Fix B. and put

It is a generalized semi-norm and l.s.c. and

Then the E / ' C l n y ^n ' verify all the requested conditions
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Theorem II.2

The topology of a Hausdorfr barreled l.u.A.c-a E Is given par an

algebra norm.

Hint

We know that if ||x||- inf {M(x): M(x) as in (*•)} , then

x —»l|xl| is an algebra norm and P^(x) / ||x|| for every x and every > .

We put | |x| | '= Sup ?P^(x): ~\ G A ] and 9how that

{a) II-I I' defines the topology of E.

(b) 3«>0: l|x.y||\< M ||x|I'.I|yII \ V x,y 6 E.
* • • - • -

Using the two previous theorems, we get

Theorem II•3

A sequentially complete l.u.A.c — a is a bornolop.ical inductive

limit of Banach algebras; and so it is a multiplicatively convex bornolnp.ical

algebra (m.c.b.a.) in the sense of Hogbfe -Nlend [9],

In the unitary case we have

Theorem II-J (Th. III.6, [17])

A unitary sequentially complete l.u.A.c -a (E,T) can be endowed

with a Banach algebra norm ||.|| whose topology ^|I || l s f l n e r t h a n ^'

Moreover the bounded sets are the same for £ and Cii

Hence the problem of a unique topology does not have to be considered

as the following corollary shows.

Corollary II .5

If a unitary sequentially complete l.u.A.c-a admits a unique

topology of l.u.A.c-a then it is a Banach algebra.

III. APPLICATIONS

we summarize, in the following theorem, the principal properties of

l.u.A.c-a, that we can get because of our structure theorem.

_ 5 -

Theorem I1I.1

Let (E, Z.) be a unitary sequentially complete l.u.A.c-a. Then

1. The spectrum of every element is compactj

2. The resolvent of every element is hqlomorphic and tends to zero at

infinity^

3. The holomorphic functional calculus is valid and we have in

particular the spectral mapping theorem^

4. The spectrum t^ of the algebra is weakly compact^'

5. The Gel'fand-Hazur theorem is valid (complex and real case).

We also have the following result on multiplicative functionals (characters).

Theorem .111.2 (Th. 7, [15] )

Let (E, t ) be a unitary commutative sequentially complete l.u.,A.c-a.

Then the set "T*̂  of (algebraic) characters of E is equibounded. Hence

every character is bounded (i.e. the image of every bounded set is bounded).

IV. SOME EXAMPLES AND COUNTER-EXAMPLES

1. Continuity of characters( Q.5] )

We saw that characters of a unitary commutative sequentially complete

l.u.A-c-a are bounded. So it is natural to ask if they are continuous. The

answer is negative as we will show by an example.

C.Ex IV.1 : Let T be a pseudo-compact, locally compact but non-compact

space and E - C(T) the algebra of complex continuous functions on T

endowed with the topology of compact convergence. Then C(T) is a unitary

commutative complete l.u.A.c-a. It is ilso anl.m.c.a for the same

topology. And Michael, studying it asanl.m.ca, showed that it admits

discontinuous characters ( [l^l).

2. On an expression of the spectrum ( fl9l)

Let {E,X) be a commutative complete l.A.c—a and denote par Yn

the set of continuous characters of (E,O. If (E, t) is anl.m.c.a then

it verifies the following property:
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where Sp x is the spectrum of x.

This property is not valid for l.A.c-a in general. Here Is a

counter-example:

C.Ex IV.2: Let E be a commutative radical Banach algebra which is an

integral domain and has a bounded approximate unit. Consider the algebra

M(E) of multipliers of E, endowed with the strict topology fl defined par

the semi-norms p , xtE,with p <T) = | |T(x) | | . Then (M(E) ,(B) is

unitary commutative and complete l.u.A.c—a.

The set 7n* of nonzero algebraic characters of M(E) is not void

and we know that each x feM» is bounded (Theorem III.2). But E is B-

dense in M(E)([22], Th 2. 4.p. 1134); and since g has no nonzero

characters H(E) has no non-zero B-continuous characters. Hence |n(M(E))=

and so H(E) does not verify (P).

3.On the Jacobaon Radical ([20]).

One shows, as in the case of l.m.c.a'a.

Proposition IV.3

Let (E, T) be a unitary commutative complete l.A.c-a verifying ( P )

Then Rad E = f) ( ker x Ix f*o\ a n d hence Rad E is closed.

In the counter-example IV.2, Rad E 4 0 \ ker xj x fe1»{ . We

will see that it is not closed.

C. Ex IV.4; Consider again the algebra K(E) of the counter-example IV.2.

We know that M{E) can be endowed with a Banach algebra norm (Q-0 or [22]),

hence

where O(T) is the spectral radius of T,
the

For every x consider/multiplier T defined by T (y) - x.y. The
k * x

application x . T is an embedding of E in M(E) and we have

I |T || ^ I |x||. We then obtain that E C- Rad(M(E>). Then Rad (M(E)>

cannot be closed, otherwise it should be equal to the whole algebra H(E).

But this is impossible since M(E) is unitary.

- 7 -

V. THEOREMS OF GflfAND-NAIMARK TYPE ( [lS])

We obtain theorems of HeAfand-Nai'mark type which show that examples

that always appear in works on l.u.A.c-a are canonical in the unitary

commutative, complete case.

Theorem V. I

A unitary commutative and sequentially complete l.u.A.c-a E is

(algebraically) an algebra of multipliers. If it is semi simple then it is

an algebra of continuous functions on a compact space.

Proof:

We consider E endowed <i\ th the Banach algebra norm of Theorem III.4.

It is a unitary commutative Banaoh" algebra. But in this case it is isometrically

isomorphic to its multiplier algebra H(E) . The identification is obtained

by: to every f 6E, we associate the operator T defined by T (g)= f.g

for every g£ E.

If E is semi-simple, then, by Gelfand's theory, it is an algebra

of continuous functions on a compact space. *'•"

In the involutive case, we obtain:

Theorem V. 2

If (E,^ ) is a unitary sequentially complete l.u.A.c—a endowed

with a continuous involution, then it is an.* m.c.b.a, (in the senftfcof

Hoghe-Nlemd ( [s] ))for its Von Neumann bornolo^y. If it is semi-simple then

the continuity of involution is superfluous.

Ittien (E,r) is stellar i.e. when p (x"-x) = (Pj^ (x)) for every X

and every x, where (Pj\ )^ is a family of semi norms defining x we have

Theorem V. 3

A unitary commutative and complete stellar l.u.A.c-a is (algebraically)

-algebra of continuous functions on a compact space.

The following corollary • is worthwhile noting.

Corollary V. 4

,In the Frechet case (E, O is a C algebra.
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VI. COMPLETION OF l.u.A.c-a

In the theoryof 1.u.A;ei-a weface the phenomenon that the completion

which is always possible for the linear locally convex structure, does not

produce anl • u. A.c-a. Here is an example.

Example VI. 1

Let L be the Arena algebra ([3]); L W * H LF[p,l] . The algehra

P>/1
Cfo.l], of continuous functions on the segment [0,l], is contained in L W

of which the topology is defined by the sequence of semi-norms

Utl*

Endow C[O,l] by the topology induced by that of L W . Then we get a

unitary complete 1. u.A.c-a which is not ail.ra.c.a. It's completion L ^

is not even an 1.A.c-a, otherwise it should be srol.m.c.a. ( [l2]) and this

is not the case ( [3] ).

In general, and because of the above-mentioned result of \lZ] , we

Proposition VI. 2
be

Let (E;(p ) )/a non l.m.c.a., Hausdorff l.A.c — a and non-comnlete .
n n *• '

Then E, the completion of the locally convex space E, is not anl.A.c-a.

Remark VI.3

The proposition VI.2 and the E xample VI.1 are enlightened tiy

Theorem V.I. The complete. l.u.A.c-a appear to be sub-algebras of

multiplier algebras.
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